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Medical Academy Overview
National Academy Foundation Overview: For over 30 years, NAF has been solving some of the biggest 
challenges in education and our economy by transforming the American high school experience, igniting 
students’ passion for learning and giving employers the opportunity to shape America’s future workforce. 

BUSD NAF Mission Statement: The Burbank Unified School District NAF Academy will provide an 
academic and technology based program that inspires students to become respectful and successful 
members of a continually evolving global community. Through high quality instruction, community service, 
shadowing experiences, and paid internships students will graduate with the skills and knowledge 
necessary to succeed in college, the workplace, and the world beyond. 

NAF Medical Academy members get a taste of what’s going on in the medical field and how to be a part of 
helping heal people. Students learn about the medical issues that impact the world and get hands-on 
experience with understanding the human body, what causes harm and how to treat and heal patients. 



Message from Ms. Edge, BUSD NAF Director
Welcome to the first ever Burbank Unified School District digital NAF Academy 
graduation. I am the director of our five incredible BUSD NAF Academies.The Medical 
Academy started at Burbank High just three years ago and this is our second year of 
successful graduates.

Our academy could not survive without the continued support of our advisory board, 
school district, high schools, and our incredible academy  teachers. We all THANK 
YOU for your continued support! 

The Medical Academy students have worked hard to complete the academy program 
that includes:  Health, Medical Careers, Global Health, Anatomy & Physiology, and 
Sports Medicine.  Each academy student has completed a 120-hour internship and 
created a career portfolio.  These students participated in multiple mock interviews, 
visited local colleges, learned from a variety of guest speakers, and visited a 
community health care facility.



Message from Mr. Movsessian, Global Health & Medical Careers

In Global Health students are introduced  to public health on a global scale. Students learn what 
disease is and investigate how it impacts world populations. By studying different societies, they 
learn about the relationship between health and socioeconomic development. Students learn 
how environmental, nutritional, and behavioral risk factors jeopardize health. They learn how 
communities, governments, and cooperative global efforts can intervene to improve health

Health Careers Exploration is a survey course designed to introduce students to a broad spectrum 
of health careers. The course covers careers from the five pathways: diagnostic services, 
therapeutic services, health informatics, support services, and biotechnology research and 
development. For each career they study, students examine the main tasks and challenges of 
professionals in that career, the treatments they administer, and the interaction those 
professionals have with other professionals. Students learn about the educational requirements 
and the employment and salary outlook for each career, and they evaluate how their own skills, 
abilities, and interests align with different careers. Where possible, students do authentic 
hands-on work that a professional would do, such as reviewing scans and MRIs, taking vital signs, 
and treating a wound. 



Message from Mr. Simonds, Anatomy & Physiology

In Foundations of Anatomy and Physiology, students explore the breadth and 
depth of human anatomy and physiology. They learn how to identify the parts of 
the eleven body systems, understand how each system functions individually as 
well as part of the whole body, and apply their knowledge to common medical 
conditions. They practice using medical terminology, performing laboratory 
dissection, and communicating health issues utilizing different media formats. 



Message from Mr. Henderson, Sports Medicine

The Sports Medicine course is designed to introduce the student to the field of Sports 

Medicine / Athletic Training.  It is a challenging course that covers anatomy and 

physiology as well as the prevention, recognition, evaluation, treatment, management 

and rehabilitation of common athletic injuries.  It is the goal of the teacher to provide the 

student through lectures, assigned readings and laboratory sessions, a basic working 

knowledge of athletic training which may be applied to specific sport interests and 

experiences.  In addition, this course will provide opportunities for the development of 

the students’ critical thinking skills, through labs and effective communication,as students 

learn to work together on various projects. 



Message from Ms. Sasorski - Counselor

Dear Class of 2020,

You made it! You really did! We are collectively so proud of you. I am filled with gratitude for your 
commitment to a program I deem as “Most Valuable” on campus. It’s been my pleasure hearing 
about your hopes, dreams, and plans for the future. Guess what? The future is now! 

I will miss your check-ins, your pop-ins, your smiles…but I know you won’t miss the long wait times 
to hear from me. 😊 I send you off with the lyrics from my new favorite song from Jason Mraz – 
“Look for the good in everything / Look for the people who will set your soul free / It always seems 
impossible until it’s done / Look for the good in everyone…”

P.S. My favorite memories from your time in the academy were the field trips, particularly the 
College Tour of 2019. If you know, you know…Ha! 



When I speak to the students of the Academy program, something sets them apart from the countless number of students 
I’ve spoken with throughout high school. They speak with an articulated passion and a coherent way of thinking. There is no better 
phenomenon than just listening to an Engineering student explain everything from electric guitars to aerodynamics, or watching a 
Medical student demonstrate the surprisingly manifold steps to washing one’s hands. And as a Business student myself, I’ve heard 
an innumerable amount of entrepreneurial ideas that are better than what I’ve seen in the media and market. The students of the 
Academy program are the finest people of all the students I’ve interacted with during my four years at Burbank High.

As this year’s NAF Council President, I’ve had the opportunity to connect with several of you, and I have witnessed first-hand how each and every 
one of you excel in your studies as well as your extracurricular pursuits. For the past four years, some of you have woken up at 6 o’clock in the morning 
everyday to get ready for 12 hours of AP and Honors classes, Academy courses, practices, games, shows, and other events. Some of you cannot even begin to 
quantify the hours of work you’ve put into preparing for exams, job interviews, or sports. I am proud to have been part of such a remarkable group of 
students, and I am sure that your accomplishments will extend far past what Burbank High has been able to see. But for now, as I approach graduation 
alongside all of you, I hope that we can look back on our experiences with a sense of accomplishment and happiness. Being a part of this program is no 
small feat, and I hope that you take pride in what you’ve learned through your experiences. Through the late-night studying, the NAF fundraisers and 
networking events, and the extensive time and effort dedicated to a wide range of extracurricular activities, it is an honor to have completed my high school 
experience alongside such an intensely outstanding student body.

Pointing out the vigorous intellect and virtue of the Academy student, however, does not even begin to define the true kindliness and genuine 
collaboration that you have shared with one another. With every struggle and every victory, we have seen it all together. We have reached levels of 
professional development and creative innovation that exude the capacity of the “average” high schooler. And through the Academy, we’ve made lifelong 
friends, and I hope to carry such memories with me in the future. Whether you are pursuing a university, community college, an apprenticeship, the armed 
forces, or other pathways, I fully support you and I look forward to hearing about your successes. I know that I, along with the Academy teachers, can speak 
to your growth as a young individual that can only pursue bigger and better goals from here. However, as you set forth into your goals, be sure to take your 
experiences with the Academy with you. Approach upcoming obstacles with pragmatism, with diligence, and with a careful willingness to learn. Hold the 
years of advice, support, and gratitude close to your heart, and remember that your highs and lows have been witnessed by the company of your senior 
class. And on behalf of the NAF Council and its faculty, it was a pleasure to be a part of your time at Burbank High.

That being said, as I look forward to graduation, I can only credit the NAF community for its immense support. I would like to thank its students, 
teachers, and parents for contributing to such a phenomenal cohort of true Burbank excellence. Take pride in your accomplishments and consider yourself 
to be amongst the best of the best. I look forward to celebrating and supporting all of your future endeavors. Congratulations, Class of 2o20!

Message from BHS NAF Council President: Giselle Gonzaga



NAF Academy Cords and Stoles
Requirements to earn a NAF Cord*:
● Earned a C or better in every NAF course
● Completed a 120-hour internship
● Completed a career portfolio
● Maintained excellent attendance
● Maintained excellent citizenship
● See * symbol by student name

Requirements to earn a NAF Stole+:
● Completed all requirements above and earned an A in every NAF course.
● See + symbol by student name

Highest 
Honors



Medical Academy Graduates

Evelyn Aghajani*+
Ani Akopyan*+
Amr Alazali*+
Gwenalynn 

Alcomendras*
Natalie Ambartsumyan*

Emily Apelian*+
Armo Arakelian

Patrick Arzoumanians*
Shushana Ayvazyan*

Alex Azri
Adelina Bandarian*

Jhosseline Carballo
Emily Darbinyan*

Harouth Dellalyan*
Sophia Demirchyan*

Ashwini Dhamodharan*+
Eric Galoustian*+

Nikita Ghadimian*+
Melanie Ghaffari Baechli*

Celine Ghanbarian*+
Mirrey Gharibian*
Erina Ghazarian*

Lusine Ghukasyan*+
William Girgis*+

Lusine Gukasyan*
Yara Hernandez*

Haley Jun*+
Grais Kawmi*+

Matthew Masoudi*+
Jack McKinnon*+

Cassandra 
Morin-Gaona*+

Mathew Nazaryan*+
Tiffany Papazian*

Shushan Papoyan*
Leah Quiroa*

Tiffany Safar*+
Alexis Sanchez

Esteban Sandoval*
Rafael Sarte*

Madelayne Shadkam*
Autry Tennyson*+
Ysabel Tumala*
Vincent Vang*

Daniela Velasco
Kalin Zaroukian*+





Evelyn Aghajani
BHS Medical Academy

During my three years in academy, 
one of my favorite memories was the 
field trip to the Body Worlds Exhibit. 
My friends and I enjoyed an entire 
day together, while viewing the 
intriguing anatomy. After high 
school, I will be attending Pasadena 
City College and pursuing a degree 
in the Health Sciences. I hope to gain 
an internship and begin shadowing 
figures in the healthcare field. My 
advice to other academy students is 
to make the most out of the 
opportunities presented and build 
valuable relationships with fellow 
classmates and teachers.

“Success isn’t 
about how much 
money you make, 
it’s about the 
difference you 
make in 
people’s 
lives.” 
-Michelle Obama



Ani Akopyan- Medical Academy 
My favorite NAF memory was planning the teen 
pregnancy prevention day with other medical academy 
students. It was such an amazing experience being able to 
work with our community health care center to spread 
awareness. Planning this event took lots of time and hard 
work but when the day came to host the event  it was all 
worth it. It was one of the most amazing experiences I had 
in the academy. 

My plans for next year are undecided. I may attend UCI 
as a public health major but I haven’t made my decision 
yet. 

I had an incredible time in the academy and I’m  very sad 
it’s ending.  I am very thankful for all the  wonderful 
teachers who guided me through the courses. I highly 
recommend all students to join the academy in order to 
take the next step towards their goal of working in the 
medical field one day. 

Seek discomfort 
-yes theory 



Emily Apelian- UC Irvine 

BHS Medical Academy
 

My favorite memory was the 
dissecting labs in Anatomy. It was 
fun and exciting to dissect and 
identify different organs. I learned 
and gained knowledge that I will 
carry with me through college and 
I’m very fortunate to have been a 
part of such a great experience. The 
memories were endless. :) 



Harouth Dellalyan- Los Angeles Valley College 
BHS Medical Academy 

My favorite memory from each year in the Medical Academy 
was that no matter what assignment the teacher(s) told us to 
do as a class we always made it fun and always found a way 

to enjoy it as a class whether it was busy work or even a 
dissection.

My plans after High School I chose to go to a community 
college which in the long run is going to cost me less money 
and I was going to take winter and summer classes to finish 

my General Education classes faster and more efficiently so I 
can transfer to a University desirably USC OR UCI and start 
taking my necessary classes in order to become a Radiologist.

“Never compromise on who you are. You are born 

with the capacity to achieve greatness if you so desire. 

Learning to say no is a critical element to accessing 

that greatness. Your choices will define you; so make 

them the right ones.” 

- Denzel Washington 

My Advice to anyone reading this is that a narrow 

focus brings big results. Don’t give up because you 

think something is going to take forever think about 

how it’s a series of small wins that can give us the 

most significant success.

Los Angeles Valley College



Celine Ghanbarian
I will be doing the one-year transfer out program at Pasadena City College to the University of Southern 

California in hopes of studying biology, and eventually dentistry at the Herman Ostrow School of Dentistry 
of USC. The NAF Medical Academy has taught me many incredible, everlasting lessons. I have loved every 

class within the academy. “I Can Do All Things Through Christ Who Strengthens Me”- Philippians 4:13.  

Burbank High School Medical Academy 



Nikita Ghadimian — Cal Poly Pomona 

BHS Medical Academy

Major: Biology

My favorite memory from each year were the 
labs we conducted in class, such as the 

dissections, and more recently, wrapping in 
sports medicine.

I also enjoyed the mock interviews as it allowed 
me to experience what it will be like for my future 

job interviews.
Thank you to all my NAF teachers and advisors 
who guided me through this journey as I hope to 

pursue a career in the medical field.
We are Burbank!



Melanie Ghaffari
“you need to start believing that nothing is too good for 

you” - unknown

After four years in Burbank High School and 
working hard, I am proud to say that I got 
accepted into UCR, UCSC, and UCSB along with 
other Cal State schools. I have yet to decide 
about where I would like to attend or if I am going 
to any of them.  No matter where I attend, I have 
my mind set to my goal of becoming a PA. My 
favorite senior/NAF memory would have to be 
any of the ones that included fun times with my 
friends (so many)! Everyone knows that school 
can be difficult and it is true, but it is up to you to 
keep pushing through those times and know that 
as long as you’re doing you’re best, you will be 
just fine!

Burbank High School- Medical 
Academy



Erina Ghazarian - Glendale Community College
BHS Medical Academy 

I plan on attending community college and then I am 
going to transfer to USC. After I graduate I want to attend 
Keck School of Medicine of USC. I would love to be a 
gynecologist or an orthopedic surgeon.                                                

My favorite NAF memories are having World 
Health with Mrs. Riscen, doing labs in 
Anatomy, and having the opportunity to have an 
internship with Dr. Mary Fritner. 

“My mom said to me, ‘You know 
sweetheart, one day you should settle 
down and marry a rich man.’ And I said, 
'Mom, I am a rich man’” - Cher. 



Yara Hernandez- Pasadena City College

BHS Medical Academy

My favorite memory in NAF was 
my sophomore year in my global 
health class, Mr.Mossevisan 
made it very memorable! Make 
the most of your time in High 
School it goes by quick! Always 
remember it is great to be a 
bulldog! 

Obstacles are the cost of 
greatness 

- Robin Sharma 



Haley Jun - BHS NAF Medical Academy
Senior quote: Always do your best, so you won’t have any regrets!

My favorite senior memory was when I recieved my acceptance 
letter to the University of Southern California. 

My favorite NAF memory is my second mock interview because 
it was one of the most delightful conversations I have partaken 
in. The interviewer assuaged my nervous feelings by making 
funny jokes, kind remarks, and having a warm smile on his face. 

Senior portrait 

Me in a traditional korean 
dress (it’s called: hanbok)

My hometown 
Honolulu, Hawaii!

My baby pictures!



Cassandra Morin-Gaona- Mount Saint Mary’s University
BHS Medical Academy

Life is full of tough moments, you have to 
fight for what you want. -Jane Villanueva

My favorite NAF memories were 
made in Anatomy and Physiology, 
where we got to dissect and learn 
about different body systems and 

where our class become more like a 
family.

After graduating BHS, I 
plan to pursue a degree in 
Biochemistry, with a minor 

in Criminology.

A tip of advice: Enjoy and appreciate your high school experience, for in a 
blink of an eye you’re on to your next adventure!



Matthew Masoudi - GCC → UCLA
My favorite 
memory of the 
Medical academy 
was the interesting 
dissections that we 
were able to 
perform. The 
dissections gave us 
a first-hand look at 
“surgery.” 



Jack McKinnon - University of California Davis

BHS Medical Academy

My favorite part of the 
academy was always 
knowing I’d have a class 
to look forward to. I 
knew I wanted to 
pursue a career in the 
medical field and this 
just confirmed it.



“Being part of 
something special 
doesn’t make you 

special; something is 
special because you 

are a part of it.”
-Rachel Berry (Glee)

Tiffany Papazian- College of the Canyons

BHS Medical Academy

My favorite memory from my years at 
BHS, especially my senior year, was 
being part of the dance team. I have 

made life long friendships with people 
and I have grown to be a better person 

and dancer! There were always time 
when I wanted to give up and just stop 

trying but I pushed myself and kept 
going. I am happy to say that dance 

will always be apart of me and that I 
am excited for the future ahead of me! 



Shushan Papoyan : BHS 
Academy of  Medicine 

“Stay hungry, 
stay foolish.” 
-Steve Jobs 

I had numerous great 

memory’s  during my 

time in the National 

Academy of Medicine. 

My favorite memory was 

completing lab 

dissections with my 

classmates and receiving 

a better understanding of 

the material. I am beyond 

grateful for all three years 

of the academy. 



Tiffany Safar - Pasadena City College
BHS Medical Academy

My favorite memory from NAF would have to be 
presenting at Gain Credit Union with my fellow 
NAF Council members. As nerve-wracking as it 
was, it provided such an amazing experience 
that I will never forget. 

I’m so grateful for all of the opportunities that 
NAF has provided me. All of the field trips, guest 
speakers, and friends that I’ve made will stick 
with me as I continue my educational journey. 
I’ve decided to attend Pasadena City College in 
the fall, to earn my Associate’s Degree in Biology 
and transfer to a four-year institution. Go 
Lancers! 



Maddy Shadkam- 
California State University Monterey Bay

My favorite memory from BHS 
during my senior year was definitely 

Senior Sunrise. It was so much fun 
taking pictures, spending time 
together with my friends, and 

grabbing breakfast with them before 
1st period. I plan on attending 
CSUMB for the upcoming fall 

semester as a biology major. Can’t 
wait to see what is in store for me!

BHS Medical Academy

“Mornings are for 
coffee and 

contemplation.” 
-Jim Hopper





Excellence in Global Health
The award for Excellence in Global Health 
is based on the learning and understanding 
of public health on a global scale. 

Many students are deserving of this award, however one 
student put in the extra time when needed and kept highest 
marks for both semesters. She went out of her way to make 
sure each and every assignment was above that was 
required of her. I admire her dedication and work ethic.  I 
am honored to present the Global Health  Excellence award 
to Haley Jun.



Excellence in Medical Careers

The award for Excellence in Medical Careers  is 
based on the learning and understanding of health 
careers.  Many students can earn high marks and 
make every assignment surpass what was expected,
but it takes a special someone to do the same but 
with a positive attitude and an amazing character. The recipient 
for this award meet many challenges in high school head on and 
persevered. It is this attitude that creates future professionals 
who will be very successful.  I am honored to present the 
Excellence Award for Medical Careers to Matthew Masoudi.



Excellence in Anatomy & Physiology
The award for Excellence in Anatomy and Physiology is based on 
the learning and understanding of the structures of 
the human body as well as its many functions.  
Students are presented a large volume of material 
which requires consistent effort to learn, 
but excellence requires a special desire to learn more. 
The recipient for this award brought a special interest
 and passion which allowed her to demonstrate understanding 
well beyond the normal expectations. Her hardwork and desire to 
learn will serve her well.  I am honored to present the Excellence 
Award for Anatomy and Physiology to Cassandra Morin-Gaona.



Excellence in Sports Medicine
Amr is a great student who works hard, has a great attitude and 
is easily able to transfer what he learns in class to his written 
and practical exams. It has been a pleasure to have Amr in class 
this year and to watch him grow as a person and a student.  Amr 
has a very bright future and we wish him all the best. 
Congratulations to Amr Alazali.

Ani is a wonderful person and student.  She is dedicated, 
hardworking and a pleasure to have in class.  Ani prepared 
extensively for our written exams and on many occasions 
received more than 100%.  She also performed very well on our 
lab practical exams and was able to not only learn the 
techniques being taught but she was able to perform them at a 
very high level. Congratulations to Ani Akopyan.



Neighborhood Hero Award - School Counselor Recognition

I am honored to be giving this award to 
HALEY JUN. She is the quintessential 
student - dedicated and hard-working. She 
also is the epitome of kindness and 
selflessness. I will miss your sweet and 
thoughtful interactions with me and hope 
your journey at USC studying chemistry 
and education will be one you get to share 
with me one day. Congrats Haley! You are 
my neighborhood hero! 




